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Photographs of the site of Mies van der Rohe’s Barcelona Pavilion 
frame a spectral absence and our anticipation of the presence of this 
canonical structure  
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In 1979, Ludwig Glaeser, first curator of the Mies van der Rohe Archive at the 

Museum of Modern Art (MoMA, New York), curated the travelling exhibition 

Mies van der Rohe, The Barcelona Pavilion, 50th Anniversary. Not surprisingly, the 

pamphlet that accompanied the exhibition contains, as main representations, the 

widely recognised 1929 Berliner Bild-Bericht canonical photographs, alongside 

one perspectival drawing and one plan of the building. This is the way Lilly 

Reich‒sやandやMiesやvanやderやRohe‒sやｱｹｲｹやGerman Pavilion for the Barcelona 

International Exhibition has been presented to our eyes, this is the way we always 

expect to encounter it.1 

In 1979 Glaeser also visited the site in Barcelona where the German Pavilion 

had been built fifty years before, and where it had been dismantled eight months 

after its construction. The remaining thirteen prints that Glaeser made during this 

visit are today kept in his personal archive at MoMA. Some try to capture the 

Pavilion‒sやcontext; others focus on the dusty site where the Pavilion once stood. 

Yet they all search for an absent referent: the Pavilion [1-6]. 

Glaeser‒sやphotographsやofやtheやPavilion‒sやemptyやsiteやareやnotやreproduced in 

the pamphlet that accompanies his exhibition. Instead, as an example of the 

history of the Pavilion, the building is present through its repeated and canonical 

1929 Berliner Bild-Bericht prints. What makes Glaeser‒sやsnapshots striking is that, 

in all, the Pavilion is absent. Glaeser‒sやｱｹｷｹやshotsやaccentuate the emptiness of a site 

that is not only inaccessible, but due to its repeated appearance in the printed 

media, it is in our imaginary, ever present. We remember the Pavilion. We do not 

need to know it at first hand to affirm that we know of it. But we cannot imagine 

the Pavilion‒sやabsence or the remaining empty and dusty site after dismantling 

and before reconstruction. This is ironic, given that theやPavilion‒sやabsence has been 

substantially longer than its existence.  

This article will address some of the stories that LudwigやGlaeser‒sや
photographs from 1979 hold. The first one is about our fixation with a 】timeless‒ 
building, and of a certain inability to understand the ephemeral and fragile nature 



 

of the architecture that once inhabited the site, and that was built to be dismantled. 

The second story thatやGlaeser‒sやphotographsやholdやconcerns the stability of the 

Pavilion within architectural discourses, the permanence of the building within 

architectural history and criticism as a product of the perpetuity of the 1929 

photographs. Here photography directs us towards a wider question about the 

tensionやbetweenやtheやbuilding‒sやabsence╇やpresenceやandやphotographicやdepictions╆や
Thisやstoryやconcernsやtheやpavilion‒sやabsenceやasやmuchやasやtheやnegationやofやitsや
disappearance. Finally, and more importantly, Glaeser‒sやphotographs hold a story 

that has not been told yet: the story of the interruption of that established presence 

of the Pavilion, and of its unquestionable permanency. Glaeser‒sやphotographsやareや
theやevidenceやandやmaterialisationやofやtheやPavilion‒sやdisappearance: they picture the 

void of the absent building, covered in dust and rubble, instead of the building. 

They portray an absent referent while, at the same time, they are a document of 

desire to somehow see and re-materialise the building through the agency of 

photography. They open an in-between condition in the historiography of the 

Pavilion‒sやphotographic criticism as a stage after the building‒s dismantling in the 

1930s and before its reconstruction in 1986. This in-between condition implies and 

asks for a disruption of the fixed and repeated constructs to which the Pavilion has 

been subjected. Theyやargueやforやtheやsite‒sやqualitiesやofやemptinessやmagnifiedやbyやtheや
pavilion‒sやlaterやreconstruction╆やTheyやinterruptやtheやPavilion‒sやcanonicalやstanceやandや
its system of references that has characterised and defined it.  

 

Photographs of theやｱｹｲｹやGermanやPavilion‒sやconstruction site 

There are two sets of photographs ofやtheやPavilion‒sやemptyやsite toやwhichやGlaeser‒sや
photographs relate: those of the construction site of the Pavilion in 1929, and the 

excavationやphotographsやfromやtheやｱｹｸｰsやwhenやtheやPavilion‒sやsiteやwasやbeingや
explored to find material evidence relevant to the reconstruction project. In both 

sets the pavilion is absent, all that can be seen is the void left by a dismantled 

building and the void that awaits the building‒sやreconstruction╆ These sets 

contribute to the discussion brought up by Glaeser‒sやphotographs, though in 

singular ways. In relation to the material fragility of the building, they suggest an 

alternative material reading of the building based on its constructive rather than 

its finished nature. And in relation to their failure as documentary evidence む as 

they have been generally addressed. If there is something that characterises them, 

it is their incompleteness. 

Information about the design and construction process of the Pavilion 

consists of only a few photographic shots [7, 8], together with a series of 

incomplete drawings and scarce correspondence with suppliers. However, the 

more widely disseminated speculationsやaboutやtheやPavilion‒sやconstructiveやnatureや
developed around the few existing photographic snapshots, despite the limited 

information contained in them. This assumption derives from the understanding 

that, although photography typically shows how buildings look (or, more 



 

precisely, how we are supposed to see them), it is also through photography that 

one can trace and document the development of the displacement from drawing 

to building. Yet there is still little scholarship that addresses and reflects the 

unfinished state of buildings.2 

Buildings under construction have been a consistent subject matter of 

interest for photographers and architectural photography amateurs, and especially 

so at the beginning of the twentieth century when new construction techniques 

were of interest to practising architects. Erich Mendelsohn, Walter Gropius and 

Georg Muche were some of the many modern architects who travelled to the 

United States of America in the early 1920s to document built forms. The 

construction site and, therefore, the construction process were mandatory subject 

matters. Yet the construction site had been a matter of photographic interest even 

earlier, since late nineteenth-century engineers documented the construction 

processes tied to material developments, with the use of ferro-concrete as the most 

telling example.3 Some of the most well-known examples are the photographs of 

the construction of Brasilia by Marcel Gautherot (1958-60) and of Chandigarh by 

Pierre Jeanneret (1964), both of which provided an insight into the laborious 

construction process and, sometimes, the disconnect between the modernist 

claims of rationalisation and technological process, on the one hand, and the local 

nature of building processes on the other. 

Construction sites have been a consistent and common photographic 

practice in twentieth-century photography. They were evidence of the modern 

ambition as places of production representing progress through material and 

technique. Yet, architects were usually not the ones taking the shots. 

Commissioning photographs was then established as a common practice for 

construction sites. Thus, photographers such as Hervé or Gautherot were 

engaged, thereby pointing towards the aestheticisation of the photographs and the 

photographic product as an artwork. Mendelsohn, however, could be considered 

the exception to the rule, since he was not a professional photographer but an 

architect aware of the potential of architectural publication. Mendelsohn achieved 

this aestheticisation instead and mainly through the printed press. His book 

Amerika: Bilderbuch eines Architekten [America: picture book by an architect] from 1926 

is one of the most telling examples. The construction site was not one of Reich‒sやorや
Mies‒sやphotographic subjects as it was for Mendelsohn. The sets of photographs of 

someやofやMies‒s construction sites are usually the product of a third party. They 

resemble the common late nineteenth-century practice whereby the photographer 

was commissioned by the artisans, suppliers and commissioners rather than by 

the architect. Mies did have control over the images of his buildings once they 

were finished, but not over the photographs of his buildings while they were 

under construction, at least not in Germany.  

Some of Mies‒s construction sites were, however, documented 

photographically. For instance, there are a few images from the construction of the 



 

Tugendhat house, of the Farnsworth House under construction [9, 10], ofや”erlin‒sや
New National Gallery, and of the Lake Shore Drive apartments, commissioned by 

and housed at the Chicago Historical Society as evidence of urban development. 

These photographs all portray steel structures, whereas only two of the 

photographs of the German Pavilion construction show such structures. Though 

each of the photographs above suggest a slightly different thing, what they share 

is how they portray steel as the material of choice and construction qualities of 

steel as the modern material, as well as the relevance of architecture as process.  

However, the mediatisation of modern architecture also influenced Mies‒s 

practice. Once Mies had become an established architect, photographers such as 

Wilhelm Niemann from the Berliner Bild-Bericht agency, Sasha Stone and Paul 

Schulz made photographs of his andやReich‒sやwork, many of which were printed 

and reprinted and distributed by photo-agencies initially in Germany and later, 

after his move to United States of America, there too.4 Later in the US, Hedrich 

Blessing was one of his preferred photographers. Mies commissioned Blessing to 

document the design and construction process of his Chicago buildings.  

The photographs of the construction site of the German Pavilion comprise a 

set of eleven photographs from 1928-29, from which only two have been included 

here [7, 8]. Due to their particular viewpoints and depictions, it is possible to 

assume that this set of prints has no other intention than to document certain 

instances of the construction process of the Pavilion, or even to document from a 

distance the construction site itself as evidence of an ongoing construction process. 

Not surprisingly, these photographs were used to fill in the gaps left by the 

imprecise and incomplete set of drawings, none of which can be considered to be 

construction drawings or documents. From the construction site photographs 

from 1928-29, the reconstruction team could identify the Pavilion‒sやfoundation 

system and the place where the pillars where anchored. But they could also clarify 

the role of the constructive nature of the two planes of the roof む a steel framework 

and eight load bearing pillars. Importantly, they also used the photographs as 

evidence of the use of local labour and its impact on the construction process of 

the building. From these photographs they could, for example, confirm that a grid 

structure supported the roof and that it had to be manufactured in Barcelona as a 

last-minute decision, as well as that theやstructureやofやtheやPavilion‒sやfoundationsやwasや
a series of catalan-vaults.5 But that was it. Most of the information had to be 

interpreted from other sources. The conflicting nature of photography as a 

construction document is that it hides as much as it reveals. As architectural 

historian Michael Osman argues, all construction site photographs are 】far from an 

averageやdescriptiveやdocumentやofやaやconstructionやsite‒, and the photographs of the 

German Pavilion construction site are no exception.6 

These few snapshots did not make use of the photographic medium as 

others did. For instance, Albert Kahn produced photographs of construction that 

focused on the design of construction processes and the processes of production; 



 

Kahn understood the photographic shots as an essential medium to remotely 

control the output over long distance.7 Even many of the late nineteenth-century 

engineering journals in Germany focused on using photography as a way of 

documentingやtheや】new‒やmaterialsやusedやforやconstruction╇やsuchやasやin the case of 

ferro-concrete╆やGilbreth‒s photographs focused on space and time to document the 

spatial arrangements of construction sites. And Walter Gropius made micro-

motion photos of progress of the construction of the Bauhaus and its master 

houses in Dessau.8 All these photographs signified mass production, efficiency, 

functionalism, and progressive development. However, the photos of the German 

Pavilion construction do not connote these things. They are neither systematic nor 

detailed. Rather, they portray a construction site that seems, to some extent, basic, 

local (sometimes interpreted asや】precarious‒《╇やsmall, messy but also organised, and 

one that is misty and full of Mediterranean dust. It is hard to believe that they do 

not depict a building that was meant to rely on prefabrication. Instead, they depict 

a small building site in a historical and geographical context where theやbuilding‒s 
temporary nature is not evident, but where the site specificities are.  

Yet as photographs of construction, some appear to suggest an 

archaeological excavation rather than a construction process. These photographs 

suggest that construction is unavoidably linked to destruction, and that 

combination of destruction and construction, and the inherent similarities between 

building sites and ruins as pointed by RetoやGeiserやinや】RuinsやinやReverse‒, that 

makes these picturesやinvigorating╆やInやtheやcaseやofやtheやPavilion‒sやconstructionや
photographs, the site is delimited, but the only signs of a forthcoming building are 

piles of soil and dust, as if bringing to mind RobertやSmithson‒sやdescriptionやofやNewや
Jersey, where a motorway was constructed as a  

zero panorama [that] seemed to contain ruins in reverse, that is, all the 

new construction that would eventually be built. This is the opposite of 

theやromanticやruinやbecauseやtheやbuildingsやdon‒tやfallやintoやruinやafterやtheyやareや
built but rather rise into ruin before they are built.9 

The photographs of the construction of the German Pavilion in Barcelona 

do not speak of the iconic building that was portrayed in this same site in its early 

photo-reproductions. All the dust, fragility and ephemerality disappeared as soon 

as its construction was complete, and Mies (and probably Reich too) 

commissioned the Berliner Bild-Bericht agency to document it, with very precise 

instructions on how to do it. Nevertheless, the construction photographs do speak 

of the dusty site that hosted the construction for eight months, and of a certain 

fragility entailed by the process of building. As with Glaeser‒sやsnapshots╇やtheや
photographs of the construction site of the Pavilion open up an alternative and 

material reading of the Pavilion, and they also bring to the fore the fragility of the 

building‒sやmateriality. YetやGlaeser‒sやphotographs go further in their portrayal of a 

material in-between that exposes another fragility and ephemerality, that one of a 



 

building that has always existed and repeatedly appeared through printed 

dissemination.  

 

Dismantling and remains  

The ceremonial opening of the Barcelona Exhibition took place on the 19th May 

1929. A week later, all the German sections, including the Pavilion, were opened 

to the public. In January 1930, only eight months after it had opened, the 

exhibition closed and the Pavilion began to be dismantled. The construction 

photographs show that, despiteやtheやPavilion‒sやrefined and long-lasting materials 

put together using adapted technologies available in Barcelona in 1929, the 

German Pavilion was a temporary building. The endurance of the long-lasting 

materials was addressed during the excavation process that the Spanish team led 

as part of the reconstruction process of the building, and in a series of interviews 

that assisted the team in determining the fate of someやofやtheやPavilion‒sやremains. 
The reconstruction team found that only a few of the construction materials were 

reused thus corroborating, on the one hand, the fragility of the Pavilion‒sや
materiality and, on the other, the unforeseeable place that the Pavilion would 

occupy within architectural history.10 

GeorgesやKolbe‒sやsculpture, Dawn, now stands in Ceciliengärten, 

Schönenberg in Berlin, the place where it was originally meant to be; it faces 

Morning, the other half of this sculptural pair. FromやallやtheやPavilionや】remains‒, this 

is the only one that it is still possible to see, visit and experience materially and at 

first hand [11-14]. I searched for it; echoing the reconstructionやteam‒sやsearch for the 

Pavilion‒s remains. Searching, photographing, visiting and experiencing at first 

hand were products ofやaやcompulsiveやdriveやtoやexperienceやsomeやofやtheやPavilion‒sや
】originality‒, scale and materiality. It fulfils the need to imagine how the only 

visible piece of the 1929 Pavilion could have inhabited the building. Above all, it 

involves seeing and photographing asやproofsやofやtheやbuilding‒sやexistence╆11 

In 1984 the reconstruction team made some photographs of the excavation 

process that led to the discovery of a fewやofやtheやPavilion‒sやremains, which today 

part of a series of postcards printed by the Fundació Mies van der Rohe; one of 

them housed at the Bauhaus-Archiv Berlin. Two photographs from these sets 

drew my attention. The first, which has been published on several different 

occasions and is an object of speculation by, amongst others Spanish architect 

Igansi de Solà-Morales‒sやandやtheやpavilion‒sやreconstructionやteam╇ portrays the 

remains of a cruciform column; the second shows the unobtrusive foundations. 

The subjects of both are covered by a garden planted with palm trees む and they 

have remained covered by rubble, soil and dust for more than fifty years. Above 

all, these photographs confront us with what is left of both the foundations and 

the column beneath the layer of dust and rubble captured by Glaeser in 1979. 

Again, the Pavilion is absent. Most of the space around these remains is empty. In 

an archaeological way of seeing, this emptiness is at the same time occupied by 



 

the imagination of the observer, and, more specifically, by that of the 

reconstruction team in terms of what can be reconstructed from them. To quote a 

description of the nature of archaeological photography by art historian Frederick 

N. Bohrer, these excavation photographs 】inviteやourやconsiderationやofやtheir past‒.12 

It is not by chance that archaeology has been used as a metaphor in discussions on 

photography, and particularly photography that either looks for objects or that 

aims to document む or to make visible む an absence. However, what remains to be 

askedやisやifやtheyやareやdirectedやtowardsや】findingやevidence╇‒やwhichやinやmyやopinionやtheyや
are not. While the excavation photographs portray traces of the lost Pavilion, 

Glaeser‒sやphotographs look for them. And they look not only for the traces of the 

Pavilion but also for what the canonical 1929 photographs depict む and even for 

the canonical photographs themselves. In both cases, absence is the characteristic 

feature, and it is only through imagination that this absence, or gap, can be 

reconstructed.  

 

A dusty void 

OneやofやtheやstrikingやcharacteristicsやofやGlaeser‒sやｱｹｷｹやphotographsやisやtheやvoid む a 

void of dust and rubble む thatやremainsやyearsやafterやtheやbuilding‒sやdismantling╆や
However prominent, the void is something that the reconstruction team evades 

when describing the empty site of the Pavilion in 1980s. They instead focus on the 

vegetation that dominated the site. This is surprising, since the earliest critical 

responses to the pavilion as an architectural project point at the relationship 

between the Pavilion and its surroundings as problematic.13 The description of the 

site as encountered by the reconstruction team could operate as a possible 

descriptionやofやGlaeser‒sやphotographsや[16]:  

This was a plot of land, roughly in the shape of a half moon, bounded by a 

rectilinear road which ran as far as the north façade of the Palau de 

Victòria Eugenia, and by a second curving, ascending road which ran 

from the main avenue to give access to the rear, and higher, part of the 

Victòria Eugenia. This plot compromises a relatively level space fronting 

the first of these roads, and a sloping area corresponding to the curving 

road to the rear. The vegetation we found on the site was basically the 

same as had been there at the time of the Exposition, with the enormous 

difference of the tremendous growth of the trees in the intervening years. 

The subsequent construction of a pavilion for the Instituto Nacional de 

Industria (INI) to the west, the removal of the colonnade and various 

changes to the landscaping and the fountains had all significantly altered 

the aspect of this part of the site.14 

The reconstruction team were pointing to a definition of the site in terms of 

its remaining vegetation and of new and removed built artefacts that surround the 

Pavilion‒sやsite╆や”ut, as mentioned above, their definition does not address the void. 

They do not describe the absence of the building, nor the presence of the dust that, 



 

takingやpossessionやofやtheやPavilion‒sやfootprint, then stood for the building. In other 

words, it is the presence of the void covered by dust and rubble that is not being 

addressed む thatやis╇やindeed╇やbeingやavoided╆やFollowingやTeresaやStoppani‒sや〉drawingや
uponや”ataille‒s《やunderstandingやofや】Dust‒やasや】form-less╇‒やandやasやthatやwhichや】doesやnotや
possessやitsやownやform╇やandやitやtakesやonやthatやofやitsやhost‒╇やinやGlaeser‒sやphotographs╇や
dust acts as a meta-concept╇やoperatingやasやtheやdefinitionやofやtheやPavilion‒sやterrain 

vague and acting as the indexical trace of the once existing Pavilion.15 Dust covers 

andやhidesやtheやPavilion‒sやremains╉やyetやdustやisやalsoやwhatやstandsやforやit╉やdustやreplacesや
theやPavilion╆やDustやisやthatやwhichやexposesやtheやPavilion‒sやabsence╆や 

However, inやthisやspecificやcaseやwhatやGlaeser‒sやphotographsやdoやexposeやisや
how dust becomes a site-specific question in architecture, which means that dust 

mightやbeやmoreやconstitutiveやandやhonorificやratherやthanやsolelyやbaseやandや】informe╇‒やasや
Stoppaniやargues╆やSuchやisやtheやcaseやofや】dust‒やinやtheや“cropolis╇やandやalsoやtheやdustやthatや
Michelet found in the Revolution Archives when he imagined himself 

incorporatingやbyやbreathingやtheやremainsやofやtheやrevolutionaries╉や】Iやbreathedやtheirや
dust╆‒16 Theや】dust‒やonやtheやPavilionやsiteやmightやbeやhonorificやinやthisやway╇やifやimaginedや
to be continuous with the material of the Pavilion itself. 

To consider dust in relation to architecture also opens-up the larger 

question of what architecture is and how it is represented. Seeing and 

photographingやtheやPavilionやsite‒sやdustやbreaksやtheやsystemsやofやreferenceやthatや
characterised and defined the architecture that once inhabited that site. Drawing 

uponやDennisやHollier‒sやreadingやofや”ataille╇やdustや】littersやtheやrepresentationやofや
architectureやandやbreaksやitやfreeや〉relievesやit《やfromやitsやnetworkやofやreferences‒╆17 Toや】see‒や
dust╇やtoやaddressやit╇やbringやitやback╇やandやlookやatやitやinやGlaeser‒sやphotographsやexposesや
】uncomfortable‒やissuesやforやarchitecturalやhistory╈やtheやabsenceやofやtheやPavilionや
precedes its presence; and the 1929 photographs can be timeless, but their 

portrayed building was not.  

TheやlayerやofやdustやthatやcoversやtheやPavilion‒sやsiteやisやalsoやanやexpressionやofやaや
material layered phenomenon. As a temporary building, the Pavilion was made to 

disappear. But if we think about the conflictual relationship between dust and 

architecture, dust also disappears. Dust is removed from architectural 

representations, polished away in architectural interiors, and is invisible within 

architectural discourse.18 Photography played a determinant role in this respect, 

and the distinct sense of transparency and polished surfaces of Berliner Bild-

Bericht prints are one of many examples. If, for Bataille, 】seeing‒やdustや】activatesやitや
asやanやagentやofやchange‒╇やinやGlaeser‒sやphotographsやthe dusty void activates the 

absence of the Pavilion, and therefore dust destabilises the history that the printed 

mediaやcreatedやbyやperpetuatingやtheやPavilion‒sやpresenceやthroughやtheやrepetitionやofやitsや
1929 prints. Dust acts here as that which exposes an architecture and an 

ideological construct, while at the same time questioning its definition and its 

signification through its materialisation as a building which turned into dust to 

become a building again.  



 

Moreover, like the understanding of the photographic image as indexical, 

and dust as the active agent that exposes and unveils, dust is, for Walter Benjamin 

in The Arcades Project, what reveals and exposes. Dust is an agent of the 

unexpected. Something that could potentially make a rupture in the margins of 

modern life, and something that, through being re-presented, may become the 

catalyst of critical thought. For Benjamin, dust allows past and present to be 

apprehended together; as in a dialectical image.19 This reading sheds some light 

onto Glaeser‒sやphotographs: a dusty void prompts for a simultaneous 

apprehension of the dismantled building and the one to come. Yet in this case, 

doing so it enhances, predominantly╇やtheやｱｹｲｹやbuilding‒sやabsence╆や 
In contrast to Benjamin, for Carolyn Steedman dust is instead what covers 

and protects, but she also sees dust as history, as memory and as the archive. If 

dust brings into architecture what is difficult to control, it also brings what is 

difficult to represent む the passing of time, which conventional architectural 

representations do not see.20 In a different material interpretation, and drawing 

uponやSteedman╇やGlaeser‒sやphotographsやof the void left by the dismantled building 

have also been covered by dust collected over time in his archive at the MoMA. 

The legibility of Glaeser‒sやphotographsやareやdependentやonやreadingやthemやinやrelationや
to an archive, and they gain status through their situatedness in relation to this. 

TheyやareやnotやhousedやwithinやMies‒sやarchive╇やnorやareやtheyやpartやofやmainstreamや
research interests. Likewise, they have not been requested for consultation as by 

the time I encountered them they had also not been catalogued. They remained in 

an untitled box, literally covered by dust. Dust therefore define the grounds on 

which they are viewed critically and suggest howやimagesやdoやtheirや】work‒╆21 It 

suggests that they need to be seen, encountered and dusted. Dusting them from 

their sole archival condition allows for re-ordering: new meanings can, therefore, 

come to supplant previous or canonical ones, as well as to break the chain of 

signification. 

 

Empty site photographs  

As mentioned previously, it is the overlooked absence of the Pavilion and its 

neglected ephemeral nature that are brought back visually by Glaeser through his 

ｱｹｷｹやphotographsやofやtheやPavilion‒sやemptyやsite. In Glaeser‒sやphotographs, the 

emptiness is both presented and represented. This emptiness differs from the 

emptiness that preceded the building (as in the case of the construction site 

photographs) or the emptiness that exposes the building through its remains (as in 

the case of the excavation photographs), where the emptiness awaits a building to 

replace it. Glaeser‒sやphotographsやareやmourningやaやlostやreferent む they are searching 

for it. They are contemplating what has gone, its absence within its site, and 

imagining what has been and trying to conjure it back.22 YetやwhatやGlaeser‒sや
photographs seem to mourn is the ability to re-enact the Berliner Bild-Bericht 

photographsやpreciselyやbecauseやofやthatやmissingやobject╉やwhatやGlaeser‒sやphotographsや



 

are searching for, this article suggests, is the Berliner Bild-Bericht photographs 

more than the missing material building.  

This became even clearer for me when encountering a set of photographs 

by Victor Burgin for his project Voyage to Italy (2007) as they seem close to 

Glaeser‒s. Through video and two photographic portfolios, Burgin responds to a 

single photograph made in 1864 by Carlo Fratacci of the basilica at Pompeii, in 

which the camera stares at the ruined structures and at the woman who stands in 

the way [15]. After coming across Basilica by Carlo Fratacci at the Canadian Centre 

for Architecture archive, Burgin returned to Pompeii, to the original site of 

Fratacci‒sやphotograph╇やtoやsearchやthroughやphotographsやandやaやvideoやforやtheや】middayや
ghost‒やofやthe woman.23 ”urgin‒sやresponseやin Basilica II addresses the relationship of 

the woman with the space in which she is photographed, as well as the 

relationship of the woman む or the ghost む with the photographer [16]. 

It is striking that Burgin follows a very similar process to that of Glaeser. 

Both are fascinated by the presence of a referent in a photograph╆やInや”urgin‒sやcase, 

the referent is both human and architectural. Neither of them has the chance to 

encounter the referents personally and at first hand. Both encountered their 

subjects in archives. But both return to the sites where the original photographs 

were shot, and through photography try to find them. This is the impression of the 

site, as encountered in Burgin‒sやwords╈や 
It is commonplace to note the uncanny effect of photographs that show 

the apparently living presence of someone long dead [╊] The entire 

architectural site of Pompeii is an impression of this kind. Like a 

photographic plate, the surface of the city has received the imprint of an 

event that has irreversibly transformed it. In a neologism, Pompeii is a 

catastrophic image 》╊『 any photograph of Pompeii is therefore the 

impression of an impression, the index of an index.24 

This search for the lost referent (though usually triggered by the presence 

ofやaやwoman《やisやpartやofや”urgin‒sやwiderやprojectやandやis alsoやvisibleやinや】Miesやinや
Maurelia‒.25 In this project, Burgin revisited the 1986 Pavilion in search of 】thatや
which really exists‒ (in a similar way to my own visit to Kolbe‒sやDawn).26 In 

encountering the Pavilion, Burgin fails to encounter the woman he looks for: a 

woman he had encountered in the Barcelona City Museum in a film still of the 

Catalonian Civil War. She holds a rifle, is smiling and raises her hand to shade her 

face from the sun. In other words, Burgin fails to encounter through this woman 

the reality that Dawn symbolises. For Burgin, the 1986 Pavilion embodies an 

absence: the absence of the 1929 building. Therefore, Burgin argues, the 1986 

reconstruction can only be theやｱｹｲｹやPavilion‒sやruin, memorial or mausoleum: that 

which the modern history of progress brought to an end in 1930. The 1929 Pavilion 

will always remain absent.  

Inや”urgin‒sやwork╇や】presence‒や〉inやcontrastやtoや】absence‒《やrepresentsや】theやreturnや
toやtheやpatriarchalやprinciplesやbyやmeansやofやreaffirmationやofやtheやprimaryやpresence‒╆27 



 

This╇やinやDerrida‒sやunderstanding╇やisやanや】origin‒やandやcouldやbeやanや】author‒やofやaや
】reality‒やorやaや】history‒╆やInformedやbyやpost-modernism and drawing upon conceptual 

art, Burgin presents absence as a means of avoiding the eradication of accounts of 

difference, as well as of avoiding the eradication of division of the private and the 

social, of form andやcontent╇やofやtheやmasculineやandやtheやfeminineや〉thusやofや】men‒やandや
】women‒《╇やofやtheoryやandやpractice╇やandやsoやon╆やTheやabsenceやofや】presence‒やprompts╇や
for Burgin, recognition, intervention, reorganisation む andやthusやtheや】possibilityやofや
change‒╆28 This is what Glaeser‒sやphotographsやalsoやprompt╇やandやitやisやwhatやtheや
presence of the dusty void exposes: a change in the discourse, an intervention and 

aやdisruptionやofやtheやPavilion‒sやphotographicやcanon╆ Further, the presence of the 

womanやasやaや】ghost‒ or as the failed encounter, act here as reminders of the 

photographやasやaや】spectral‒やtechnologyやasやwellやasやtoやtheやhistoryやofや】spirit 

photographs‒ as if one might discover something む aや】ghost‒やwithinやtheや
photograph that eludes the naked eye, what Roland Barthes in Camera Lucida 

writes as the literal emanation of the referent. 29 】Though it is no longer there 

(present む living《╇‒やwritesやDerrida in his mourning work on Barthes╇や】it‒s having-

been-there presently a part of the referential or intentional structure of the 

photogram, theやreturnやofやtheやreferentやtakesやtheやformやofやhaunting╆‒30 The presence of 

the woman is aや】returnやofやtheやdead;‒ the referentやthatや】inやitsやveryやimage╇やIやcanやnoや
longer suspend, even though its ｠presenceを forever escapes me, having already 

receded into the past╆‒31  

The spectrality we find in the image of this woman is also manifested in the 

ghostlyやqualityやofやGlaeser‒s photographs. The 1929 Pavilion is absent in the 

photographs of its construction site, as well as in the photographs of its excavation 

in the late 1980s. The Pavilion is absent because, as emphasised here, it was meant 

to be absent. It was conceived, designed and constructed as a temporary pavilion. 

This is something that Pieter van Wesamael‒sやworkやhasやemphasisedやinやaddressingや
the wider history of exhibition pavilions; it is also something that has remained 

overlooked in the history of Reich‒sやandやMies‒sやexhibitionやdesignやhistory╆やThe 

construction site photographs and the excavation photographs subtly depict the 

fragility of a temporary building; their archaeological nature attests to this. All 

these examples share a sense of anticipation む of what comes or what has been, 

and a trigger for the imagination む of what was or what will become; of fragments 

of a past as much as of possible futures.32 

Absence╇やwhichやisやoneやofやGlaeser‒sやphotographsやdrivingやforces╇やhasやbeenや
identified as one of the singular conditions of the Pavilion. However, what is 

really absent in these photographs are the Berliner Bild-Bericht prints. Drawing 

uponやDerrida‒sやThe Work of Mourning (2001), Glaeser‒sやphotographsや】bespeakやtheや
unique death, the death of the unique, this death immediately repeats itself, as 

such╇やandやisやitselfやelsewhere╆‒やDerridaやcontinues╇や】》they『suspendやtheやreferentやandや
leave ╊ it to be desired, while still maintaining the reference. It is at work in the 

most loyal of friendships; it plunges the destination into mourning while at the 



 

sameやtimeやengagingやit╆‒ 33 Glaeser‒sやphotographsやareやspectral╉やlikeやtheやghostやtheyや
】representやwhatやisやnotやthere╈やaやpresentやmarkやcoincidesやwithやabsentやpresence╆‒34 This 

simultaneity of absence and presence is something that John Berger also 

emphasisesやinやhisやessayや】UnderstandingやaやPhotograph╆‒やForや”erger╇や 
the objects recorded in any photograph (from the most effective to the most 

commonplace) carry approximately the same conviction. What varies is the 

intensity with which we are made aware of the poles of absence and 

presence. Between these two poles photography finds its proper meaning. 

(The most popular use of the photograph is a memento of the absent). A 

photograph, whilst recording what has been seen, always and by its nature 

refers to what is not seen. It isolates, preserves and presents a moment 

taken from a continuum.35  

】“やphotographやgenerallyやonly tells us about the existence of the moment, 

butやnotやofやitsやqualityやandやcertainlyやnothingやaboutやitsやbeforeやandやafter‒╆36 This is one 

of the understandings of photographs that Silke Herlmerdig criticises in her book 

Fragments, Futures, Absence and the Past. This is also an understanding that this 

article, and more precisely Glaeser‒sやphotographs╇やcontest. Glaeser‒sやphotographsや
areやnotやjustやevidenceやinや”arthes‒sやsenseやasやevidenceやofや】havingやtakenやplace,‒やasやwellや
as evidence of a moment in time in which the pavilion was absent. They are not 

just photographs of a once visible reality. Glaeser‒sやphotographsやareやbelatedや
attempts to enact repetition which, as mentioned before, is here symptomatic due 

to the loss of the object of desire む in this case is not so much the building itself. In 

theやsimultaneityやthatやtheyやoffer╇やtoやuseや“byやWarburg‒sやterminology, they prompt a 

reading of the pavilion as an evolving process and not as a fixed product as 

represented in the Berliner Bild-Bericht prints. The Pavilion was built, occupied 

temporarily, demolished, absent, considered for rebuilding, and rebuilt. For 

Berger, photography cuts the arrow of time, intersecting that temporal continuum 

at its various points to report on them. This cross sectioning allows the event to 

expandやinやrevelatoryやsignificanceやbeyondやtheやmomentや╇や】enlargingやtheやcircleや
beyondやtheやdimensionやofやinstantaneousやinformation‒╆や37 This isやwhatやGlaeser‒sやｱｹｷｹや
photographs do.  
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Web abstract: 

This article unveils and discusses a series of unknown photographs of the empty 

siteやinやwhichやMiesやandやLillyやReich‒sやｱｹｲｹやGermanやPavilionやinや”arcelonaやhadやbeenや
built and dismantled, and shot by Ludwig Glaeser, curator of the Mies van der 

Rohe Archive at MoMA in 1979. It suggests that more than the manifestation of a 

desire to rematerialiseやtheやbuildingやthroughやtheやagencyやofやphotography╇やGlaeser‒sや
photographs are, photographs of dust, but more importantly, a manifestation of 

the possibility of re-enacting the widely known 1929 Berliner Bild-Bericht 

photographs. 

 


